Dynamic rcnormalization group analysis of the complex time-depcndent Ginzburg--Landau model with infinitely many component order parameter is given, with emphasis on the limiting case, representing a Bose gas model, whcn the kinetic coefficieat is treated as pure imaginary. The fact that dynamical scaling bchaviour holds for the Bose gas model in a rcgion of small frequr (containing the critical mode) with boundary proportional to the wavc-number is shown to be the consequcnce of the existence of a well-behaved fixed point in this region.
I. Introduction and summary
The time-dependent Ginzburg--Landau (TDGL) model (or model A in the usual classification [1]) describing a simple relaxational dynamies has played ah important tole in understanding critieal dynamics. Studying this model in the limit when the number of components of the order parameter goes to infinity has proved to be a useful theoretieal laboratory in conneetion with several aspeets of critical phenomena [2--9] . Our purpose in chis paper is to further extend the investigations in this limit especially from the point of view of the properties of the dynamic renormalization group (DRG).
We consider the relaxational model fora complex, non-eonserved, mcomponent order parameter field and take the kinetic coeffieient L also complex. In this framework a classical field description for the m-component Bose system can be obtained (m = 1 corresponds to liquid 4I-Ie) by treating L as pure imaginary (see e.g. wave-numbers and frequencies of unit order and not of 91 as in [15, 16, 17] ). Therefore one must realize that no information concerning the critical behaviour taking place just in this collision-dominated region of ah m-component Bose system with finite m can be deduced from the results obtained in the limit 1/m = 0. Inspite of this fact, however, the 1/m = 0, Re L = 0 model deserves attention, having interesting features from several points of view including the unusual properties of the DRG. In the following we shall call this model the Bose gas model. The Bose gas model can be obtained also by starting from the quantummechanical I-Iamiltonian for an m-component Bose gas and taking the limit m ~ ~ as well as the classical (small frequency) limit of the Matsubara diagrams. In this way critical properties, including the dynamical ones, of the model have been determined in [18, 19] . The most notable feature found there is that the longitudinal correlation function obeys dynamical scaling only in that frequency region where the critical mode lies. This region terminates fora given wave-number near the frequency of a second, non-critical exctta-
